Crystal structure of an antifungal osmotin-like protein from Calotropis procera and its effects on Fusarium solani spores, as revealed by atomic force microscopy: Insights into the mechanism of action
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A B S T R A C T
CpOsm is an antifungal osmotin/thaumatin-like protein purified from the latex of Calotropis procera. The protein is relatively thermostable and retains its antifungal activity over a wide pH range; therefore, it may be useful in the development of new antifungal drugs or transgenic crops with enhanced resistance to phytopathogenic fungi. To gain further insight into the mechanism of action of CpOsm, its three-dimensional structure was determined, and the effects of the protein on Fusarium solani spores were investigated by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The atomic structure of CpOsm was solved at a resolution of 1.61 Å, and it contained 205 amino acid residues and 192 water molecules, with a final R-factor of 18.12% and an Rfree of 21.59%. The CpOsm structure belongs to the thaumatin superfamily fold and is characterized by three domains stabilized by eight disulfide bonds and a prominent charged cleft, which runs the length of the front side of the molecule. Similarly to other antifungal thaumatin-like proteins, the cleft of CpOsm is predominantly acidic. AFM images of F. solani spores treated with CpOsm resulted in striking morphological changes being induced by the protein. Spores treated with CpOsm were wrinkled, and the volume of these cells was reduced by approximately 80%. Treated cells were covered by a shell of CpOsm molecules, and the leakage of cytoplasmic content from these cells was also observed. Based on the structural features of CpOsm and the effects that the protein produces on F. solani spores, a possible mechanism of action is suggested and discussed.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins are defense molecules of plants that are induced in response to biotic and abiotic stresses. Based on their primary structures, serological relationships, and enzymatic or biological activities, these PR proteins have been classified into 17 families (PR-1 to PR-17) (van Loon et al., 2006). PR-5, an acidic 25-kDa protein that was found to be induced in tobacco leaves reacting hypersensitively to tobacco mosaic virus, is the type member of the PR-5 family (van Loon et al., 1987). Osmotin, a cationic 26-kDa tobacco protein that accumulates in response to salt stress (Singh et al., 1987), is another typical member of the PR-5 family. These two proteins (Cornelissen et al., 1986; Pierpoint et al., 1987), as well as all other PR-5 members characterized thus far, share high amino acid sequence similarity with the sweet-tasting protein thaumatin, isolated from the fruits of the West African shrub Thaumatococcus daniellii (van der Wel and Loewe, 1972). Therefore, members of the PR-5 family are also known as thaumatin-like proteins (TLPs).

Osmotin expression is modulated by salt and by other environmental factors such as drought and cold, and transgenic plants that overexpress osmotin genes are tolerant to these abiotic stresses.
(Zhu et al., 1996; Guo et al., 2004). In addition, many osmotins and other TLPs possess antimicrobial activity, and this property has been associated with their ability to cause permeabilization of fungal plasma membranes (Abad et al., 1996). For example, transgenic potato plants expressing the tobacco osmotin delayed the development of disease symptoms after inoculation with spore suspensions of Phytophthora infestans, which causes late blight disease in potatoes (Liu et al., 1994). Thus, osmotin genes have the potential to be exploited for the improvement of crops, providing higher tolerance or resistance to stresses that reduce crop viability and productivity.

CpOsms is a 22-kDa osmotin-like protein purified from the latex of the Sodom apple, Calotropis procera (Apocynaceae) that has antifungal activity against Fusarium solani, Neurospora sp. and Colletotrichum gloeosporioides (de Freitas et al., 2011a). The protein is relatively thermostable and retains its antifungal activity over a wide pH range (de Freitas et al., 2011b). CpOsms induces membrane permeabilization of spores and hyphae of F. solani, and although its mechanism of action is not yet fully understood, the antifungal activity of CpOsms is likely the result of its binding to the cell wall and/or a cell membrane receptor, as previously suggested (Abad et al., 1996; Yun et al., 1997). Based on these features, CpOsms may be useful in the development of new antifungal drugs or transgenic crops with enhanced resistance to phytopathogenic fungi. However, a better understanding of its mode of action is needed.

To illuminate the mechanism of CpOsms antifungal activity, the three-dimensional structure of the protein was determined, and its effects on F. solani spores were investigated by atomic force microscopy (AFM). In the present work, the structural features of CpOsms and the morphological changes in F. solani cells induced by the protein are described, and a mechanism of action is suggested and discussed.

2. Results

2.1. cDNA cloning and sequence analysis of the encoded protein

The CpOsms primary structure, which was used in the resolution of its three dimensional structure, was initially obtained by cDNA cloning. Using a pair of degenerate oligonucleotide primers, a cDNA fragment, presumably encoding CpOsms, was successfully amplified by RT-PCR. A major DNA band of approximately 620–630 bp was obtained when PCR products were resolved by agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 1A). Sequencing of the cloned PCR products revealed a DNA sequence of 609 nucleotides, encoding a polypeptide chain with 203 amino acid residues (Fig. 1B). The protein sequence encoded by this cDNA fragment contained 16 Cys residues and the amino acid sequence 56GRGRCQTGDNCVLC71, which contains the threonin family signature G-x-[GP]-x-C-x-T-[GA]-D-C-x(1,2)-[CQ]-x(2,3)-C (Prosite accession number P500316). The N-terminal residue (40 amino acid residues) of the mature CpOsms, as previously determined by Edman degradation (de Freitas et al., 2011b), was in agreement with the sequence obtained from the cDNA, except for Gly42, which was replaced by Gln. To confirm that this cDNA encoded the protein previously characterized from the latex of C. procera, the purified CpOsms was digested with trypsin, and the digestion products were analyzed by LC–ESI–MS/MS. Nine peptides were identified (Table 2), and their sequences matched exactly with specific segments in the protein primary structure derived from the cDNA fragment. The peptide labeled as 2 in Table 2 confirmed that Gln occurs at position 29, as found in the sequence obtained from the cDNA. Altogether, approximately 62.0% of the amino acid sequence encoded by the cDNA was covered by these peptide sequences.

RPS-BLAST searches against the CDD showed that CpOsms contains a single domain (201 amino acid residues, from Phe9 to Pro205) of the GH64-TLP-SF superfamily (CDD accession number cl02511). This superfamily includes glycoside hydrolases of family 64 (GH64), thiamatin and TLPs. More specifically, significant matches were found between the CpOsms primary structure and the alignment models of the 3 subfamilies within the TLP family, TLP-P (Bit score = 222.26; e-value = 7.38e-74), TLP-PA (242.92; 5.88e-81) and TLP-F (115.49; 1.97e-31). Subfamily TLP-P (cd09217) is represented by thiamatin, allergenic/antifungal TLPs and other related plant proteins. The thiamatin-like xylanase inhibitors (TLXIs) such as those found in wheat and other cereals (Fierens et al., 2007) are also included in the subfamily TLP-P. The subfamily TLP-PA (cd09218) contains cherry (Prunus avium) allergen Pru Av 2 TLP (Dall’Antonia et al., 2005), peach PpAZA4 (Prunus persica ascension zone 44) TLP (Ruperti et al., 2002), Caenorhabditis elegans thiamatin family member THN-6, and other plant and animal homologs. The third subfamily, TLP-F (cd09219), is composed of TLG1, a TLP from the fungus Lentimula edodes (Sakamoto et al., 2006), as well as other Basidiomycota homologs. To determine the TLP subfamily to which CpOsms belongs, an NJ phylogenetic tree was generated from multiple alignments between the amino acid sequence of CpOsms and representative primary structures of the 3 TLP subfamilies. As depicted in Fig. 2, the sequences from CpOsms and the TLP-P members clustered in a supported clade (93% bootstrap), thus showing that the C. procera osmotin is a member of the TLP-P subfamily.

2.2. Crystal structure of CpOsms

The amino acid sequence (203 residues; calculated molecular mass of 22,093.17 Da) deduced from the cDNA fragment encoding CpOsms fit into the electron density map over the whole molecule. Moreover, the high-quality electron-density map allowed the identification of a stretch of two residues (204PG205) at the C-terminal end of the protein, which were not encoded in the cDNA sequence. Therefore, the CpOsms polypeptide found in the crystal has 205 amino acid residues. The calculated molecular mass of the crystallized protein is ~22,245.8 Da, and its theoretical pl is approximately 8.2. CpOsms purified from the latex of C. procera is a mixture of two naturally occurring isoforms (de Freitas et al., 2011a), herein named as A and B. Mass spectrometry analysis showed molecular masses of ~22,340 (isofrom A) and 22,536 Da (isofrom B), whereas two-dimensional gel electrophoresis revealed isolectric points of 8.9 (isofrom A) and 9.1 (isofrom B) (de Freitas et al., 2011a). The calculated molecular mass of the CpOsms polypeptide chain found in the crystal (~22,245.8 Da) is different from the experimentally determined masses of the isoforms A and B (de Freitas et al., 2011a). However, the molecular mass of the crystallized CpOsms is closer to the mass of isofrom A (~22,340 Da), and the observed difference (~94.2 Da) could be explained by some type of post-translational modification such as methyl-phosphorylation, which would cause a mass shift of ~94.0 Da. Likewise, a single amino acid replacement, Ala → Tyr, would cause a mass change of ca 92.1 Da and could be another reasonable explanation. Therefore, the crystallized protein chain is likely to correspond to the isofrom A of CpOsms or a closely related variant chain due to sequence microheterogeneity, thus representing a third minor isoform. Plant TLPs usually occur as mixtures of isoforms, which are very often the products of different mRNAs encoded by multigene families. High sequence identity (>95%) between TLP isoforms from the same plant source has been reported, and there are examples of isoforms that differ from each other by two or three amino acid residues (Lin et al., 1996).

The structure of CpOsms was solved by molecular replacement using the model of tobacco osmotin. The atomic model was refined
to a resolution of 1.61 Å, with a final R-factor of 18.12% and an \( R_{free} \) of 21.59%. The final model had good stereochemistry, with no residues in the disallowed regions of the Ramachandran plot. The refined structure comprises 1561 non-hydrogen atoms from 205 amino acid residues and 192 water molecules, and a single CpOsM molecule is contained in the asymmetric unit. Overall, the protein has 14 \( \beta \)-strands and 6 \( \alpha \)-helices (Fig. 3).

A structural search against the CATH database (Sillitoe et al., 2013) showed that CpOsM structure belongs to the thaumatin superfamily fold (CATH 2.60.110.10) and is classified in the thaumatin-like protein 1 functional family (CATH FunFam 913). The CpOsM structure was also compared with the whole PDB archive using the PDBBiseFold service (Table 3). Significant structural alignments (z-scores ranging from 14 to 19.1) were recovered between...
the CpoSm structure and the thaumatin and TLPs structures. As shown in Table 3, CpoSm has a high overall structural similarity with these target proteins, with RMSD values of the aligned Cα atoms in the pairwise comparisons ranging from 0.65 to 1.34 Å.

Similarly to other TLPs, the CpoSm structure contains three domains (Fig. 3A and B). Domain I, which constitutes the central core of the molecule, contains 11 β-strands forming a β-sandwich of two β-sheets. The front sheet is formed by six anti-parallel β-strands (β2, β3, β5, β7, β8 and β13), whereas the back sheet contains the other five β-strands (β1, β4, β9, β10 and β14). Moreover, a short α-helical segment (α1) occurs between the strands β7 and β8 of the front sheet of domain I. Domain II, on one side of the central domain I, is composed of a long α-helix (α6), four α-helical segments (α2–α5) and two short β-strands (β11 and β12). Domain III, on the other side of domain I, contains a long loop with 18 amino acid residues and a β-sheet formed by two anti-parallel β-strands (β5 and β6). The strand β5 is the longest β-strand of the CpoSm structure and is shared between domains I and III, whereas β6 is exclusive to domain III. The CpoSm fold is stabilized by eight disulfide bonds, four bonds in domain I (Cys3-Cys62, Cys50-Cys60, Cys110-Cys191 and Cys124-Cys172), residues are numbered in relation to Ala1, the N-terminal residue of the mature protein), four bonds in domain II (Cys124-Cys174, Cys132-Cys42, Cys146-Cys155 and Cys156-Cys161), and two bonds in domain III (Cys50-Cys60 and Cys65-Cys71). One of these disulfide bonds (Cys124-Cys174) connects domains I and II, and another (Cys30-Cys60) connects domains I and III. These eight disulfide bonds are conserved in thaumatin and in the representative TLPs with known three-dimensional structures (Fig. 4).

The CpoSm surface is predominantly hydrophilic (Fig. 5A–D), but one noteworthy structural feature is the presence of a prominent cleft that runs vertically along the whole front side surface of the molecule, between domains I and II (Fig. 5E). The cavity has a volume of ~1,543 Å³ and an average depth of ca 8.6 Å. The topology of the rift resembles a left-hand hollow in which the front β-sheet of the domain I forms the palm and the domain II contains the thumb. The central portion of the cleft is very acidic, as revealed by electrostatic modeling (Fig. 5A). The electronegative character of this region is due to four acidic residues (Glu53, Asp101 and Asp104), the side-chains of which extend into the cavity of the cleft (Fig. 5F). Two of these acidic residues (Glu53 and Asp104) of CpoSm are conserved in thaumatin and in all TLPs with known three-dimensional structure (Fig. 4). The other two acidic residues (Asp101 and Asp104) of the electronegative cleft of CpoSm are conserved in the TLPs, but both are replaced by Lys residues in thaumatin (Fig. 4), which has a predominantly basic cleft (Batalia et al., 1996). Although one basic residue (Arg81) occurs in the cleft of CpoSm, its side-chain is masked by an aromatic residue (Tyr81); therefore, its contribution to the surface characteristics in this region is not significant. Indeed, the CpoSm acidic cleft is surrounded by four aromatic residues: Tyr74, Phe85, Phe88, and Tyr178. The side-chains of Phe85 and Phe88 form a hydrophobic patch at the bottom edge of the cleft, whereas the aromatic rings of Tyr74 and Tyr178 are located on the right and left borders of the acidic region of the rift, respectively (Fig. 5C and F). Excluding the acidic cleft, the rest of the front side surface and the whole back surface of CpoSm have a predominantly basic character, but these positively charged regions are evenly distributed and interspersed with patches of acidic regions (Fig. 5B). This is consistent with the biochemical behavior of the purified CpoSm, which is a mixture of two closely related isoforms with pl values of 8.9 and 9.1, respectively (de Freitas et al., 2011a).

2.3. The effect of CpoSm on F. solani spores

The effect of CpoSm on F. solani spores was investigated by AFM. The protein produced a remarkable effect on cell morphology, as depicted in Fig. 6. The dimensions (length, height and width) of untreated spores were 15.1 ± 1.6 μm, 2.3 ± 0.5 μm, and 5.6 ± 0.5 μm, respectively, with a cell volume estimated to be approximately 154.0 ± 23.0 μm³ (Fig. 6A). The length, height and width of spores exposed to CpoSm were, on average, 11.6 ± 1.2 μm, 0.8 ± 0.2 μm and 5.8 ± 0.5 μm, respectively. Spores treated with CpoSm were highly shrunked (Fig. 6B), and the volume of these wrinkled cells was estimated to be, on average, 30.6 ± 6.0 μm³, which is approximately one-fifth of the volume of untreated cells. Moreover, spores treated with CpoSm were covered by a shell of ring-like structures, which were likely oligomers or aggregates of CpoSm (Fig. 6D and E). An overflow of intracellular content from these wrinkled cells was also observed (Fig. 6F). Therefore, CpoSm drastically altered the morphology of F. solani spores, causing a ca 80% reduction in the cell volume.

3. Discussion

Thaumatin, a sweet-tasting protein from the miracle berry (T. daniellii, Marantaceae), is the prototype of the thaumatin family; the three-dimensional structures of 2 thaumatin isoforms have been determined (Masuda et al., 2011a, 2011b). Structures from other members of the thaumatin family, the so-called
thaumatin-like proteins (TLPs), have also been resolved. The TLPs with known three-dimensional structures are from species belonging to diverse plant families, as follows: maize (Zea mays, Poaceae; PDB ID of the structure: 1DU5) (Batalia et al., 1996), wheat (Triticum aestivum, Poaceae; PDB ID: 3G7M) (Vandermarliere et al., 2010), tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum, Solanaceae; PDB IDs: 1AUN and 1PCV) (Koiwa et al., 1999; Min et al., 2004), tomato (Solanum lycopersicum, Solanaceae; PDB ID: 210W) (Ghosh and Chakrabarti, 2008), banana (Musa acuminata, Musaceae; PDB ID: 123Q) (Leone et al., 2006), wild cherry (Prunus avium, Rosaceae; PDB ID: 2AHN), kiwi-fruit (Actinidia delicosa, Actinidiaceae; PDB ID: 4BCT), grape (Vitis vinifera, Vitaceae; PDB IDs: 4L5H and 4JRJ) (Marangon et al., 2014), and apple (Malus domestica, Rosaceae; PDB ID: 3ZS3). Therefore, the resolved structures of
proteins with the thaumatin fold are from representative members of the two major clades of the flowering plants, with 4 members (miracle berry, maize, wheat and banana) of the monocots and 6 members (tobacco, tomato, wild cherry, kiwi, grape and apple) of the eudicots. The monocot structures are from members of the orders Poales (maize and wheat) and Zingiberales (miracle berry...
Table 2
Amino acid sequences of tryptic peptides from Calotropis procera osmotin identified by LC–ESI–MS/MS. Peptides matching segments of the protein encoded by the cDNA cloned in the present study (Genbank accession number KR705292) are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peptide</th>
<th>Mass (Da)</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Expect value</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Sequence coverage (%)</th>
<th>PDB ID or Genbank accession number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Calculated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1802.8788</td>
<td>1802.8522</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>2.3e-04</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;NCPYTVAAAV/PCCGGR&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;R</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2069.0944</td>
<td>2069.0766</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1.1e-02</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;RLNSGQTWITV/AVPGTAR&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1912.9586</td>
<td>1912.9755</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>2.6e-09</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;LSNGQTWVTIV/AVPGTAR&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1111.4168</td>
<td>1110.4513</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6.7e-04</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;AYNCDFCGR&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;G</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1540.6074</td>
<td>1539.6116</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4.2e-05</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;AYQCIEGNYELG&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;G</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1647.6870</td>
<td>1646.7141</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>8.5e-03</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;AYDCADNGQ/CPCMLE&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;A</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1420.6112</td>
<td>1420.6228</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>2.6e-07</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;AYPGCGNPNCTVFK&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;T</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1768.6788</td>
<td>1768.6604</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>3.5e-03</td>
<td>K&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;PNFCNCSGCCPTYSSKR&lt;sup&gt;168&lt;/sup&gt;F</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1188.4996</td>
<td>1188.4910</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>4.8e-04</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;AYCWDAYSYPK&lt;sup&gt;142&lt;/sup&gt;D</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1787.7428</td>
<td>1787.7421</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>2.7e-08</td>
<td>K&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;PNFDPSTFSTFCPGCTNRY&lt;sup&gt;168&lt;/sup&gt;V&lt;sup&gt;338&lt;/sup&gt;V</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Score values calculated by Mascot (score = −10 × log (p)) express the probability p that a match of calculated and experimental mass is by chance; a score of 30, for example, accounts for p ≤ 0.001.
<sup>b</sup> Expect value indicates the probability that the observed match between MS/MS spectra and peptide sequence occur by chance alone.
<sup>c</sup> The numbers before and after each sequence indicate the residue positions relative to Ala<sub>1</sub>, which is the N-terminal residue of the mature protein; the sequences are separated from flanking amino acid residues by dots.
<sup>d</sup> The underlined residue (Cly) of this peptide is replaced by Ser<sup>193</sup> (indicated in parenthesis) in the amino acid sequence deduced from the cDNA.
<sup>e</sup> Percentage of the protein amino acid sequence that is covered by the matched peptides.

Table 3
Structural comparison between the Cposm structure (4L2J) and other TLP structures using the protein structure comparison service fold at European Bioinformatics Institute (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/spm/).

| Target structure (PDB ID) | Q-Score<sup>a</sup> | P-Score<sup>a</sup> | Z-Score<sup>a</sup> | RMSD (Å)<sup>b</sup> | N<sub>align</sub><sup>c</sup> | N<sub>i</sub><sup>c</sup> | Sequence identity (%)<sup>d</sup> | Matched SSes (%)<sup>e</sup> | N<sub>ss</sub><sup>e</sup> |
|---------------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|------------------|----------------|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|---|
| 1PCV | 0.90 | 4.07 | 19.1 | 0.83 | 202 | 3 | 72 | 100/94 | 205 |
| 4JRJ | 0.90 | 4.04 | 19.0 | 0.65 | 197 | 1 | 73 | 88/88 | 201 |
| 1AUN | 0.93 | 3.77 | 18.3 | 0.68 | 204 | 2 | 69 | 94/94 | 208 |
| 1Z9Q | 0.91 | 3.73 | 18.2 | 0.65 | 198 | 2 | 78 | 88/93 | 200 |
| 1DU5 | 0.64 | 3.62 | 18.1 | 0.89 | 197 | 4 | 67 | 88/88 | 206 |
| 4BCT | 0.90 | 3.57 | 17.8 | 0.77 | 199 | 2 | 80 | 94/88 | 201 |
| 1RQW | 0.86 | 3.47 | 17.6 | 0.84 | 199 | 3 | 61 | 88/88 | 207 |
| 3AOK | 0.87 | 3.47 | 17.6 | 0.84 | 199 | 3 | 62 | 69/69 | 207 |
| 1THV | 0.88 | 3.31 | 17.2 | 0.82 | 200 | 3 | 62 | 81/87 | 207 |
| 2NH | 0.91 | 3.10 | 16.6 | 0.87 | 204 | 2 | 71 | 81/76 | 207 |
| 4L2J | 0.91 | 2.99 | 16.3 | 0.60 | 196 | 1 | 76 | 75/67 | 198 |
| 2AHN | 0.66 | 2.34 | 14.3 | 1.28 | 189 | 8 | 43 | 75/71 | 222 |
| 3Z3 | 0.66 | 2.07 | 14.0 | 1.34 | 190 | 9 | 39 | 75/67 | 222 |

<sup>a</sup> Represents the quality function of Cα-alignment and is based on alignment length and RMSD.
<sup>b</sup> Probability of an equal hit by chance.
<sup>c</sup> Measures the statistical significance of a match in terms of Gaussian statistics.
<sup>d</sup> Root mean square deviation, calculated between Cα-atoms of matched residues at the best 3D superposition of the query and target structures.
<sup>e</sup> Length of alignment or number of matched residues, which is calculated at the best 3D superposition of query and target structures.
<sup>f</sup> Number of gaps of Cα-alignment.
<sup>g</sup> Percentage of identical residues among all aligned residues, calculated from structure alignment.
<sup>h</sup> Percentage of matched secondary structure elements (SSes) of query chain identified in the target protein (before the slash) and percentage of SSes of target chain identified in the query protein (after the slash).
<sup>i</sup> Number of residues of the target chain.

and banana) of the clade commelindis. The eudicot TLP structures are from representative species of the orders Solanales (tobacco and tomato), Ericales (kiwi), Rosales (wild cherry and apple) and Vitales (grape).

In the present work, the three-dimensional structure of Cposm, an osmotin-like protein from the latex of the apple of Sodom (C. procera, Apocynaceae), was resolved by X-ray crystallography. The atomic structure of Cposm reported here is the first one of a representative TLP of the order Gentianales, a member of the eudicot clade.

Approximately 99.95% of the extant angiosperms form Mesangiospermae, a supported monophyletic group, comprising five major lineages: eudicots, monocots, magnolids, Chloranthaceae and Ceratophyllaceae (Cantino et al., 2007). Eudicots and monocots are the two largest groups of Mesangiospermae, containing ca 75% and 22% of angiosperm species, respectively (Drinan et al., 1994).

It has been hypothesized that monocots was the first group to diverge from the other Mesangiospermae (Lee et al., 2011; Zeng et al., 2014; Wickett et al., 2014); this event is estimated to have occurred ~165–170 million years ago (Zeng et al., 2014). Despite this divergence time, the Cposm three-dimensional structure (this work) is very similar to the structures of thaumatin and other TLPs from eudicots, as well as to those of monocots species (Table 3). This indicates a strong evolutionary pressure to conserve the thaumatin fold in flowering plants, which is very likely related to the function of these proteins as defense molecules against pathogens and to their role in the adaptation or tolerance of plants to abiotic stresses.

Far-UV circular dichroism (CD) and fluorescence spectroscopy analyses of Cposm solutions at various pH values (3.0, 5.0, 7.0 and 9.0) revealed CD and fluorescence spectra with essentially the same shape. Moreover, CD spectroscopy also showed that the Cposm conformation remained stable at temperatures up to 75 °C, and its thermal denaturation was calculated to be 77.8 °C (de Freitas et al., 2011b). The conformational stability of Cposm...
to elevated temperatures and to pH variation can be explained by the fold adopted by its polypeptide chain (Fig. 3), which is stabilized by eight disulfide bonds, a characteristic feature of members of the TLP family.

CpOsm is an antifungal TLP that is capable of inhibiting the spore germination of *F. solani* (IC₅₀ = 67.0 μg/mL), *Neurospora* sp. (IC₅₀ = 57.5 μg/mL) and *C. gloeosporioides* (IC₅₀ = 32.1 μL/mL), as previously reported (de Freitas et al., 2011a). Moreover, it has been demonstrated that CpOsm induces membrane permeabilization of spores and hyphae of *F. solani*, as revealed by a propidium iodide uptake assay (de Freitas et al., 2011b). In the present study, direct evidence of the interaction between CpOsm and the pathogen cell surface was obtained by AFM analysis (Fig. 6). The images of *F. solani* spores treated with CpOsm clearly show that the fungal cells were covered by a layer of ring-like structures, which could be interpreted as oligomers or aggregates of CpOsm. The wrinkled shape of the fungal cells treated with CpOsm immediately suggests that once the protein binds to cell surface components, it induces a dramatic change in the plasma membrane permeability, leading to an overflow of cytoplasm content and causing the cell to shrink. These findings more dramatically corroborate with earlier evidence regarding the mechanism of action of plant antifungal TLPs (Roberts and Selitrennikoff, 1990; Woloshuk et al., 1991; Abad et al., 1996).

A causal relationship between *Sacharomyces cerevisiae* cell wall phosphomannoproteins, tobacco osmotin binding and cytotoxicity has been found (Ibeas et al., 2000). Moreover, several TLPs, including the antifungal barley protein BP-R and corn zeatin, bind to fungal cell wall β-1,3-glucans in vitro (Trudel et al., 1998). Based on these observations, Ibeas et al. (2000) have suggested that the probable function of these cell wall components is to capture the antifungal TLP from the environment, increasing the rate of protein diffusion across the cell wall.

In the AFM image showed in Fig. 6D, the close association of CpOsm molecules around the *F. solani* spore, rather than being distributed all over the substrate surface, supports this capture hypothesis. The initial interaction of CpOsm with the fungal cell may occur between the overall positively charged surface of
Fig. 5. Molecular surface of CpOsm. Mapping of the electrostatic potentials on the molecular surfaces of the front (A) and back (B) sides of CpOsm. The negative potentials (colored red) and the positive potentials (colored blue) are displayed at $-10 \text{kT/e}$ level and $+10 \text{kT/e}$ level, respectively. Neutral surfaces are white. Mapping of the surface hydrophobicity on the front (C) and back (D) faces of CpOsm. The protein surface is colored according to the Eisenberg hydrophobicity scale (Eisenberg et al., 1984), from red (hydrophobic) to white (hydrophilic). (E) CpOsm structure shown as a cartoon (colored in orange) depicting the location and shape of the main surface cleft, which is represented as a green colored triangulated mesh. The cleft was calculated using the SURFNET program (Laskowski, 1995), available at the PDBsum web server (http://www. ebi.ac.uk/pdbsum/). (F) Molecular surface of the front side of CpOsm. The acidic (red), basic (blue) and aromatic (yellow) residues located inside and around the central cleft are colored and labeled. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
CpOsm and the negatively charged fungal cell surface (Beezer and Sharma, 1981). Indeed, CpOsm interacts with large unilamellar vesicles of the negatively charged 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-rac-(1-glycerol) (de Freitas et al., 2011b). Therefore, non-specific ionic interactions would direct CpOsm to the fungal cell surface, thereby increasing its concentration around the spore and its diffusion towards the cell membrane.

Once CpOsm has bound to the cell surface and diffused across the cell wall, it would reach the plasma membrane, where it could affect its permeability, causing the leakage of cytoplasmic content. Although the precise mechanism by which CpOsm and other antifungal TLPs alter the cell membrane permeability still remains unknown, it has been speculated that negatively charged residues in the acidic cleft would enable these proteins to bind positively...
charged membrane proteins such as ion or water channels or osmoreceptors, which would eventually cause a dramatic increase in the water flow across the membrane (Batalla et al., 1996). The side chains of Phe<sup>89</sup> and Phe<sup>89</sup> of CpsOm, which form a hydrophobic patch at the bottom edge of the acidic cleft (Fig. 5F), could also contribute to the interaction between CpsOm and fungal cell surface receptors. These hydrophobic residues could be involved in stacking interactions with protein aromatic side-chains or non-protein ligands containing themselves aromatic groups. These Phe residues of CpsOm are conserved in antifungal PR-5 proteins, but not in thaumatin, which lacks antifungal activity, and contains Tyr instead of Phe residues (Koiva et al., 1999). The aromatic side chain of Tyr differs from that of Phe only in the presence of a hydroxyl group in place of a hydrogen atom in the ortho position on the benzene ring. Therefore, the two Tyr residues of thaumatin would play essentially the same role hypothesized for the two Phe residues of CpsOm. This suggests that, although the hydrophobic patch could play a role in the interaction between CpsOm and the fungal cell receptor(s), these hydrophobic residues are not the key structural determinants that could explain the dichotomic effect of thaumatin and CpsOm on fungal cells.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the data reported in the present study and the experimental evidence in previous reports supports a two-step mechanism of action for the antifungal CpsOm, involving cell wall binding and membrane perturbation. However, more work is needed to unravel the exact details of this proposed mechanism.

5. Experimental

5.1. Plasmid, cells and reagents

The plasmid pGEM-T Easy was purchased from Promega (Madison, WI, USA). The general Escherichia coli cloning strain TOP10F<sup>+</sup> was purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA). All other reagents were of analytical grade.

5.2. RNA extraction

Total RNA was isolated from C. procer<sup>a</sup> leaves using the Concert Plant RNA Reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The integrity of the RNA samples was assessed by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis, and the yield was estimated by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm (Sambrook et al., 1989).

5.3. cDNA synthesis, amplification and cloning

Prior to cDNA synthesis, total RNA was treated with RQ1 RNase-free DNase I (Promega) at 37 °C for 30 min (1 U of DNase I per µg of RNA) and cleaned up using the RNA easy Mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Treated RNA was recovered in nuclease-free H<sub>2</sub>O (35 µL) and used for cDNA synthesis with oligo(dT)<sub>18</sub> (Fermentas Life Sciences, Ontario, Canada) and the Invitrogen<sup>®</sup> II Reverse Transcription System (Promega) according to the protocol supplied by the manufacturer. The first-strand cDNA products were then amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using two oligonucleotide primers, which were designed to amplify a cDNA segment encoding the mature sequence of CpsOm. The sequences of these primers were as follows: 5'-GCCACNTTACANATHCNAACAY'TGYC-3' (forward) and 5'-GGGCRARANAYACACCTRTDCTG-3' (reverse). The design of the forward primer was based on the first 10 N-terminal amino acid residues of the mature CpsOm as previously reported (de Freitas et al., 2011a). To design the reverse primer, the sequence of a tryptic CpsOm peptide (DDPTSTFTC-PGTVNRY), which was identified previously by LC-ESI-MS/MS (de Freitas et al., 2011a), was used as the starting information. This peptide was aligned to a multiple alignment containing the complete primary structures of 10 representative TLPs from plant species belonging to different families. The sequences were from Piper cubeba (Piperaceae; GenBank accession number ABX71220), Helianthus annuus (Asteraeae; AAM21199), Actinidia delicosa (Actinidiaceae; AGC9175 and ABQ42566), Fragaria × ananassa (Rosaceae; AAF13707), Populus trichocarpa (Salicaceae; XP_00229521 and XP_002299547), Populus deltoides (ACC67185), Populus tomentosa (ADP69173), and Sambucus nigra (Adoxaceae; AAK59275). Based on these alignments, the last 9 C-terminal residues of CpsOm were presumed to be TNYRKYVIFCP, which were then used to design the reverse primer. In this sequence, the first 4 residues (underlined) were derived from the CpsOm trypsin peptide, whereas the other 5 residues were inferred from multiple alignments of the primary structures of the representative TLPs. Moreover, the cDNA sequences encoding the 10 representative TLPs, as described above, were also retrieved from the GenBank sequence database (accession numbers EU271754, AF364864, JX905282, EF417825, AF199508, XM_002299485, XM_002299511, GU129189, HM589200, and AF378571). These nucleotide sequences were aligned, the codon preferences for each N- and C-terminal amino acid residue were recorded, and these data were also considered during primer design. Amplifications were carried out in a final volume of 10 µL containing first-strand cDNA (570 ng), 1× GoTaq reaction buffer (Promega), 200 µM each dNTP, 0.5 µM each primer, and 1.25 U GoTaq DNA Polymerase (Promega). Reactions were performed in the Mastercycler gradient thermocycler (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) using the following cycling parameters: an initial denaturation step (3 min at 95 °C) followed by 34 cycles of 1 min at 95 °C, 1 min at 55-65.5 °C and 1 min at 72 °C. After the last cycle, the reactions were further incubated for 5 min at 72 °C. The amplification of a DNA band of the expected size was confirmed by analyzing a 5 µL aliquot of the PCR reactions by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis. An aliquot of the remaining reaction (2 µL) was ligated into the pGEM-T Easy vector using T4 DNA Ligase. Products from the ligation reaction were introduced in E. coli TOP10F<sup>+</sup> by electroporation, and the transformants were selected on LB agar containing 100 µg µL<sup>-1</sup> carbenicillin, 30 µg µL<sup>-1</sup> streptomycin, 0.5 µM IPTG and 80 µg µL<sup>-1</sup> X-Gal. Plasmid DNA was isolated from antibiotic-resistant colonies using the PureLink Quick Plasmid Miniprep kit (Invitrogen) according to the supplier's protocol, and the presence of the insert was confirmed by restriction digestion with EcoRI.

5.4. DNA sequencing and assembly

PCR products cloned into pGEM-T Easy vector were sequenced using the DYEnamic ET Dye terminator cycle sequencing kit (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK), following the protocol supplied by the manufacturer. Both strands were sequenced using the universal primers M13 (+40) forward (5'-GGTTCCTACAGTGTTGTA-3') and M13 (-46) reverse (5'-GACGAGTAAAACGACACCT-3'). Prior to capillary electrophoresis, agarose (10 µL) was added (0.06% final concentration) to the sequencing products resuspended in 70% formamide/1 mM EDTA (10 µL), previously described (Vatcher et al., 2002; Alamira et al., 2003). Sequencing reactions were analyzed with a MegaBACE 1000 automatic sequencer (GE Healthcare) using the following parameters: injection at 3 kV for 50 s and electrophoresis at 6 kV for 200 min. Automated base-calling was performed using Cimarron 3.12 software, and complete sequences were assembled using the Phred/Phrap/Consed package (Ewing et al., 1998; Ewing and Green, 1998; Gordon et al., 1998).
5.5. Sequence analysis

The Translate tool on the ExPASy Proteomics Server was used to translate DNA sequences to protein sequences (Gasteiger et al., 2003). Multiple alignments of DNA and amino acid sequences were usually performed using the program ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994) implemented with the BioEdit 7.2.5 software package (Hall, 1999). Searches for homologous proteins in public sequence databases were performed using BLASTp (Altschul et al., 1990). The presence and delimitation of protein domains was performed by searching the NCBI Conserved Domain Database (CDD) through the CD-Search web service (Marchler-Bauer and Bryant, 2004).

5.6. Phylogenetic analysis

Phylogenetic analysis was performed using Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis (MEGA) software, version 6.0 (Tamura et al., 2013). Amino acid sequences were aligned using the program Clustal Omega (Sievers et al., 2011) at the web server www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo). The alignment was generated using the default parameters, except that the number of combined iterations, the maximum number of guide tree iterations, and the maximum number of HMM iterations were all set to five. Sites containing gaps at the N- and C-terminal ends of the aligned sequences were trimmed off, and the pairwise evolutionary distances were then computed using the Poisson correction method (Zuckerand Pauling, 1965). The trees were generated using the neighbor-joining method (Saitou and Nei, 1987), and the stability of the clades was assessed using the bootstrap method (Felsenstein, 1985).

5.7. Protein purification, crystallization, structure resolution and refinement

CpOsms were purified to homogeneity from the latex of C. procerum, as previously described (de Freitas et al., 2011a). Freeze-dried samples of pure CpOsms were dissolved (8.5 mg mL\(^{-1}\)) in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.0), centrifuged at 12,000g for 10 min at 25 °C, and the supernatant was used in crystallization trials, as described elsewhere (Bruno-Moreno et al., 2013). The best crystals were obtained at 35% 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD) containing 0.7 M (NH\(_4\))\(_2\)SO\(_4\). X-ray diffraction data were collected at 100 K at beam line I24 of the Diamond Light Source (DLS, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom) using \(\lambda = 0.9866 \text{Å}\) and a Pilatus detector (Pilatus3 6 M). The data were indexed, integrated and scaled using XDS (Kabsch, 2010) and SCALA (Evans, 2006) software and the last program implemented in the CCP4 program suite 6.2.0 (Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4. 1994).

The CpOsm structure was solved by molecular replacement, employing the Phaser (McCoy, 2007) program and using the N. tabacum osmotin (PDB ID: 1PCV) as a search model (the amino acid sequence identity between CpOsm and the tobacco osmotin is ca 72%), which was modified using the CHAINSAW program (Stein, 2008). The refinement was conducted using the Phenix (Adams et al., 2010) and Coot (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) programs. The stereochemical quality of the model was evaluated with PROCHECK (Laskowski et al., 1993) and MolProbity (Chen et al., 2010). The data collection and refinement statistics are summarized in Table 1. The structure has been deposited in the Protein Data Bank under the ID 4L2J. Three-dimensional molecular images were produced and rendered using the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, version 1.7.4 (Schrödinger, LLC). Electrostatic surface calculations were conducted using the PDB2PQR (Dolinsky et al., 2004) and APBS (Baker et al., 2001) tools implemented in PyMOL.

5.8. Capillary liquid chromatography/nanoelectrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (LC–ESI–MS/MS)

Protein samples were dissolved (1 mg mL\(^{-1}\)) in deionized H\(_2\)O, reduced with 5 mM DIT at 60 °C for 30 min, treated with 15 mM iodoacetamide at room temperature for 30 min in the dark, and digested with sequencing-grade trypsin (Promega) at 37 °C for 16 h. The tryptic peptides were analyzed by LC–ESI–MS/MS using a Synapt G1 HDMS Q-ToF mass spectrometer (Waters Co., Milford, MA, USA) coupled to a Waters ultra-high-performance liquid chromatography (UPLC) unit. The digested samples were injected using the nanoACQUITY UPLC sample manager, and the chromatography was performed using a UPLC C18 nanoACQUITY column (75 μm × 10 cm, 1.7 μm particle size) at a flow rate of 0.35 μL/min. The mass spectra were acquired using the data-dependent acquisition (DDA) mode, in which the top three peaks were subjected to MS/MS. Mobile phases A and B consisted of 0.1% HCO\(_3\)H in H\(_2\)O and 0.1% HCO\(_3\)H in CH\(_3\)CN, respectively. The peptides were eluted using the following step gradient: 3–40% B for 30 min and 40–85% B for 5 min. The data were processed using Protein Lynx Global Server software (Waters Co.) and subjected to a database search using the Mascot search engine (Perkins et al., 1999). The searches were performed with the assumptions that there was a maximum of one missed tryptic cleavage and that the experimental masses of the peptides were monoisotopic. Furthermore, carbamidomethylation of cysteine was included as a fixed modification, whereas the oxidation of methionine was included as a possible variable modification. MS/MS ions searches were performed against the NCBI non-redundant database (last accessed on February 11, 2015) using a significance threshold of p < 0.05. The peptide mass tolerance and fragment mass tolerance were both initially set to ±0.1 Da for MS/MS ion searching. However, candidate peptide IDs were only accepted if the m/z values were within 0.1 Da (typically less than 0.05 Da) of the theoretical mass of the candidate ID, as determined when manually reviewing the MASCOT search results.

5.9. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) of F. solani spores treated with CpOsms

Pure CpOsms were dissolved (0.12 μg mL\(^{-1}\)) in distilled H\(_2\)O and centrifuged at 10,000g for 10 min at 25 °C. An aliquot (50 μL) of the supernatant was added to an equal volume of a suspension of F. solani spores (2 × 10\(^5\) spores mL\(^{-1}\)), which was prepared as previously described (de Freitas et al., 2011b), and the mixture was incubated for 30 min at 25 °C. AFM images were acquired by a Multimode NanoScope IIIa equipment (Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) using the intermittent (or tapping) mode. In this scanning mode, the AFM tip touches the sample surface with beats of similar amplitude to the resonance amplitude of the AFM cantilever. This minimizes the action of lateral forces between the tip and the sample, which prevents the specimen from being dragged or damaged. Rectangular probes of the model TESP (Bruker) with a nominal spring constant of \(k = 40 \text{ N/m}\), a resonance frequency of \(f = 320 \text{ KHz}\), and a nominal tip radius of 8 nm were used. The scan parameters for the acquisition of the nanoparticle images were as follows: 0.5 Hz scan rate and 512 × 512 lines of resolution.
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